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This article examines the interaction between maker and material in craft making in the case of felting. From the perspective of material agency, the article argues that the craft practice is the result of a negotiation between the material and the maker, and the bodily movements of a practice emerge from this dialogical act. The article investigates felting processes and uncovers how they occur through bodily movements and material transformations. This investigation refers to the processes that a novice maker and two expert makers go through a negotiation. The emergence of the artefact is studied with a focus on the relationship between the maker, material, and practice by examining different ways of interacting with the material and its transformations. The research employed a practice-led approach and participant observation as methods to collect various types of data in various studio settings. The data was collected in the form of reflective diaries, field notes, and videos. Through a meticulous analysis, we examined the movements of the body and the material in felting. This examination enabled us to understand what happens in each contact moment between the maker and the material.


Relevance to Design Practice – This research suggests negotiation as a conceptual tool to understand how making occurs and how the maker’s intentions engage with the material’s agency. Through a practice-led approach, one can gain a profound understanding about the inter-related connections between the body, its movements, and materiality within a certain practice.

Introduction

In craft and design, knowledge of making arises from bodily experiences that are generated through interactions with the material and the environment. As contemporary art researcher Howard Risatti (2007) argued, material transformations are the essence of craft production. Accordingly, the relationship that the maker builds with the material while making has been discussed via different terms, such as a dialogue (Sennett, 2013, p. 167), co-emergence (Bolt, 2007, 2013), dance (Malafouris, 2008; Pickering, 1993), or a negotiation as we propose in this article.

This study investigates the role of the material in generating specific bodily movements to execute the practice. We study the active responses of the material and the bodily movements of the maker that were generated to negotiate with material responses. This article examines the bodily experiences within a practice, namely felt making, from the perspective of material agency to uncover the making process. Felt is a non-woven textile and utilises basic techniques of compressing wool, the main material of the practice. Combining this basic technique with the material qualities of wool, such as its fibre structure and elasticity, creates a homogenous unified surface (Burkett, 1979). As techniques of making remain similar in different modes of production, the maker’s interactions with the material alter the artefacts.

The role of the material during creative making has been discussed from various perspectives, such as its contribution to creating artefacts (Barrett, 2013; Bolt, 2004, 2007, 2013; Ingold, 2010, 2012) and its effect on design processes (Aktaş, 2018; Mäkelä, 2016; Nimkulrat 2010; Splewa-Neyman, 2015). In these approaches, the material’s active engagement in making is a common feature, suggesting that the material significantly affects the making. According to sociologist Richard Sennett (2013), this active affecting creates a dialogical relationship through the co-ordination between hand and mind (p. 167). This co-ordination enables thinking through the hands. Through a cognitive process of linking hand and mind, and the body’s interactions with the making environment, one builds her/his own embodied knowledge (Johnson, 2007). Accordingly, crafting can be seen as the process of transforming the material into a form through embodied knowledge (Groth, 2017). With a focus on the materiality, this article presents a case study of collaboration between the human and non-human, wool in particular, in the process of practising a craft.

In this article, the material’s role in making is elaborated during the various skill stages. We follow the model of skill acquisition proposed by engineering researchers S. Dreyfus, philosopher H. Dreyfus, and Tom Athanasiou (1986). The model
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follows the development of one’s embodied knowledge in relation to skill acquisition in five stages. This five-stage model starts with the notion of the novice performer who follows rules and makes sense of the practice in a given context. The middle stage is competence, in which the performer works with several situations at once and can decide which perspective to adopt. On the competence level, the performer is emotionally involved and takes responsibility of failure or success. Dreyfus (2004) describes that in this stage “[t]he point … is not to analyse one’s mistakes and insights but just to let them sink in” (p. 179). Finally, after continuing performing, the performer reaches the final stage and becomes an expert and can make decisions intuitively.

In our research, we adopt three stages of this model to construct our inquiry, in which we examine the making processes of novice, competent, and expert makers. As a novice maker, we examine the first author’s felt-making in the context of practice-led research by relying on self-documentation and reflection. This part of the study enabled us to define the research question: What are the inter-related connections between the body, its movements, and materiality? After defining the main area of interest, the first author conducted a field trip to two felting studios in Turkey as an intern to observe the experts. In this part of the study, we employed the participant observation method to understand the relationship between the transformations in material and the expert maker’s bodily movements. After the field trip, the first author continued practising felting in her own studio setting, and as a result of the experience she gained in felting, her status as a maker changed from novice to competent. Within this research design, we examine how making occurs to understand the role of the body and the material in the process of making. By studying felting from the perspectives of novice, competent, and expert makers, we examine how making occurs, and especially what are the roles of the body and material in this process.

Next, we discuss the notions of embodied knowledge and material agency, and their relationship to the material and working environment. Then, we present our empirical data that includes field notes, videos, diary writings, photographs, and voice recordings, and how we examined them. Finally, we present the results by discussing in detail how the interaction between material and maker happens.

Towards the Notion of Material Engagement

In craft practice, the maker generates a form as a means of transforming the material through bodily movements, sometimes accompanied with tools. Various making processes have been studied to understand how form-giving and related ideas occur, and the common finding of these studies is that making is a collaborative act between mind, body, and material (Groth, Mäkelä, & Seitamaa-Hakkaraenen, 2013; Malafouris, 2013; Nimkulrat, 2012). This article contributes to this discussion by analysing the making process step-by-step to uncover how this collaborative act of making occurs.

In making, various elements, such as maker, material, tools, and making space are entangled. For this reason, the making process is usually examined holistically. In this holistic approach, two significant elements are embodied knowledge and interactions with materials. Previous research has demonstrated the important relationship between the mind, body, and material, and the artefact, arguing that through this dynamic relationship, we think and make sense of the world (Johnson, 2007; Mäkelä & Löytönen, 2017; Pickering, 1993).

To understand how things affect our becoming, archaeologist and material culture researcher Lambros Malafouris (2013) suggested the Material Engagement Theory (MET) as a methodological stance. According to Malafouris, thinking happens between brains, bodies, and things. To understand how it happens, he proposed focusing on material engagement in relation to three concepts: extended mind, enactive sign, and material agency. He claimed that as a result of constant material engagement, our minds are extended and affected by people, artefacts, space, and time. Therefore, these four elements can gain various agencies in relation to our engagement and shape the way we think and act.

Philosopher Mark Johnson (2007) argued that meanings emerge from “deeper explorations into the qualities, feelings, emotions, and bodily processes” (p. x). Accordingly, embodied knowledge guides the making process by cultivating abstract meanings for and within the practice. These processes can be understood through experiential interactions which occur between the maker, material, and making environment (Johnson, 2007).

In both Malafouris’s and Johnson’s approaches, the body, making and material are approached as complementary entities, and therefore, it is difficult to discuss these elements separately. Similarly, Sennett (2013) described the formation of embodied knowledge as body’s becoming integrated with the material which allows the maker to predict the next shape of the material and accordingly the next action of the body (pp. 228-230). In this “becoming,” tools can gain crucial roles as well. As architect Juhani Pallasmaa (2009) argued, makers embody tools and material, and internalise materiality in a way that eventually transforms the makers themselves into material.
As the relationship between making and thinking contributes to constructing our general thinking and making sense of the world, becoming integrated with the material and developing one’s own embodied knowledge generates idiosyncratic languages that are not limited to verbal explanations. Sculptor Jyrki Siukonen (2010) perceived this situation as embodied material knowledge of the maker, which is developed through the co-operation of the working hand and the mind and can be transferred nonverbally through the process of making or in the form of artefacts. Similarly, a study with deaf-blind people indicated that the non-verbal language of embodied knowledge can be used for transferring one’s craft knowledge to another person by using material qualities as informants, and the hands as tools to perceive their surroundings (Groth et al., 2013).

As material becomes a medium to reflect the embodied knowledge, it actively informs the making and conveys information. In these kinds of approaches, the material is not perceived as a static element but as an active participant which has the power of performing an action (Mäkelä & Löytönen, 2017). Studying the active relationship between the maker and the material is important because through such we can understand how we engage with the material world and how our constant interaction with the materialities, such as things, materials and humans, continuously nourishes our thinking and understanding.

In recent research discourse, the role of materiality has gained remarkable attention. It has been proposed that due to its significant impact, material should be acknowledged as an active participant, rather than a passive nonhuman thing. Accordingly, material becomes an active agent as a result of its power to affect our thinking and making. Political theorist Jane Bennett (2010) proposed that material should be understood as a vibrant entity, and that different materialities have different powers, which allow them to gain agencies within their independent or collaborative existences.

In the context of making, the concept of agency refers to the capacity and the power of the material to affect the making and designing processes. Considering the material’s agentic power and the relationship between material and embodied knowledge, studying the transformations of the material can convey new insights about the knowledge of making. As sociologist Andrew Pickering (2005) proposed, the reciprocal co-working between humans and non-humans not only results in the co-emergence of a certain artefact but by overcoming material resistances in various conditions with various methods, it also constitutes a basis for new material development, new knowledge production, and new social configurations (p. 175).

In creative processes, as anthropologist Tim Ingold (2010) proposed, although makers may begin with preconceived ideas, the form is the result of following the flow of the material. He perceives material things as processes which can be transformed by the maker—reciprocally, material things also transform the maker. Ingold (2012) further claimed that communicating with the material allows the maker to translate the material’s movements and properties into the practitioner’s knowledge (p. 434).

Similarly, artist and art theorist Barbara Bolt (2007) argued that an artwork is co-emerged by the maker and the material. According to Bolt (2004), art works are collaboratively created by the elements related to the making of that specific artwork, including the preparation processes, environments, and outcomes. From a similar perspective, textile artist and researcher Nithikul Nimkulrat (2010) suggested the notion of materialness, arguing that material can become a determinant element in the creation of form, content, and context. She claims that makers can shape their intentions by considering the materialness in their practice.

Pointing at its multi-dimensions, psychologist Vlad Glăveanu (2014) perceived creative making as a distributed, dynamic, socio-cultural, and developmental phenomenon, that goes beyond an individual’s work. In this inter-relational process, the material can facilitate or constrain the process, and accordingly change the perceptions of the makers, users, or viewers. Glăveanu (2012) claimed that the dynamic process of creative making is initiated with intentions and formulated between the people, artefact, culture, and time. This dynamic relationship is a developing project, and affordances of nonhumans, or the ways they enact making, can affect the development of the project (Glăveanu 2014).

In this research, we examine the relatedness of intentions and agency through analysing the empirical data. We base our study on Malafouris’s (2013) argument that we make sense of the world through our material engagement, in which a constitutive intertwining between the human intentionality and the material affordances occur (p. 18). According to Malafouris (2008), our making may begin with prior intentions, but because of the material agency, the relationship between the maker and the material generates intentions-in-action. Therefore, he argues for a distributed agency, in which various agents enable and constrain each other for the becoming of the artefact, referring to this as the dance between the maker and the material.

In this article, we conceive craft making as a collaborative practice between the human and nonhuman participants, in which agency is distributed among the maker and the material. We argue that, during crafting processes, the material actively responds to the movements of the maker in a way that creates a negotiation between the human and nonhuman entities, resulting in the artefact.

Next, we examine certain dimensions of the making process in detail, to gain an understanding on the ways in which the material affects making, and how the negotiation between the maker and the material occurs. In this article the data was entirely collected and partially produced by the first author. The second author contributed to the theoretical discussion and the analysis of field notes, working diaries, and visual documentations.

**Context of the Study and Methods of Examining the Negotiation**

In our study, we examine the negotiation between the maker and the material by employing a case study methodology in felt making. The case study methodology enables us to conduct deeper analysis in one complex field while generating an understanding.
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that can be applicable in other fields (Muratovski, 2016). Case studies investigate a topic in its real-life context by providing concrete examples to answer how questions (Yin, 1981). To conduct an in-depth examination of our case, namely felting, this research employs two methods and various types of documents: practice-led approach and participant observation.

We selected felt making as the case study since felting utilises basic techniques of making with a single material, it allows us to conduct deep observations and analysis on the material’s role and transformations. Also, due to its long history, felting provides traditional ways of making that are strongly attached to the direct, manual manipulation of the material. Throughout history and within different social communities, the technique of felt making has remained almost the same, one that is based on putting pressure on the wool, although tools and material qualities may vary depending on the context. Often, making starts by spreading the wool out on a surface larger than the desired size, as the piece shrinks while making, then this flat and thick wool layer is covered with water and rolled in a cylindrical form. Finally, through continuous movement of the rolled wool back and forth, the wool fibres are entangled to each other and a unified surface is created. During the iterative process of making, when the wool is half felted, soap is added as an adhesive due to its acidic feature.

In large scale productions, spinning the rolled wool is done by a simple machine at felt studios. The machine makes the cylindrical form whirl around itself to compress the whole piece simultaneously. In the absence of a machine, the maker whirls the wool around itself by hand. In this case, it is important to divide the pressure equally by changing the position of the hands. In both machine and hand production, the final adjustments still require hand work.

We selected Turkey to conduct the field trip since the first author is from Turkey and was able to communicate with the expert makers in their mother tongue during the field trip. In Turkey, through the long history of felt making, the practice has been utilised to make artefacts for indoor and outdoor uses—both with utilitarian and non-utilitarian purposes. The finished artefacts include carpets, cushions, shelters and garments, as well as artworks (Atiş- Özhekim, 2009; İnalcık, 2011). Despite the different areas of use, the procedures of making felt remains almost identical.

Our research design utilises felt making in three different skill stages: novice, competence, and expert. By examining the practice at the three different stages, we comprehensively investigate the material’s role, and how the skill emerges through material engagement. The examination was conducted in three studios: one studio utilised the practice-led approach to examine the first author’s practice, while the other two utilised the participant observation method to examine the expert makers’ practice. We selected these studios based on our initial study, according to their differences and similarities (Aktaş & Mäkelä, 2017). Next, we describe the studios, where the research took place.

Context of the Research: 
Three Studios and Skill Stages

The first studio was where the first author started felting. It is located within a university setting and shared with a ceramicist. The space was originally established as a ceramics studio and designed accordingly. The interior of the space was not changed upon being used by the first author; rather, she adapted to the environment. This situation limited the area that was dedicated to felting: large artefacts could not be produced. The wool was purchased online and was specifically treated for felt making. Having clean wool and making small artefacts reduced the material interaction time. In this studio, she could only make felt by hand (Figure 1).

This studio setting was used in the beginning and at the end of the study. In the beginning of the study, the first author had no profound understanding of felt making, and at this initial stage we considered her as a novice maker. In the later stage of the study, when continuing the practice in her own studio after her internship at the two studios in Turkey, we considered her as a competent maker.

The second studio was İlyas’s studio. His studio is located in a craft neighborhood in Tire, Turkey, where he sometimes collaborates with other makers. The studio was established

Figure 1. The setting of the first author’s own studio and some wool type. Photography: Aktaş, May 2017, Finland.
in the 1950s as an expansion of his grandfather’s studio. He usually works alone and produces traditional objects, following a conventional craft orientation. He purchases local wool from the people living in the surrounding villages and skirts the wool before cleaning it. Thus, the material preserves its natural features, such as the wool oil, lanolin, that creates a remarkable sensory experience of making. All the treatment is done by him, typically, immediately before starting to make new pieces. Working with wool is a significant part of his practice as preparing the wool takes more time than the felting. This situation generates longer interactions with the material. He uses simple machines for production (Figure 2).

This studio setting was used in the middle of the study to examine the expert maker from the perspective of an intern. The first author observed the ways the expert practiced while helping him in executing the practice.

The third studio was Gencer’s studio. His studio is located in an artisanal trade neighbourhood in Yalvaç, Turkey. The studio was established as a felting studio in the early 2010s as an extension to his father’s studio. He has a team of co-makers with different practices, such as making carpets with traditional designs or treating wool. He also collaborates with designers to produce artefacts. He uses local wool which is sometimes treated by his co-workers and sometimes by industrial consultants. In both cases, the wool is cleaned and most of its natural qualities are modified. Typically, the making process does not include wool preparation as the material is usually ready to be used. His extremely large studio allows several simultaneous productions. He uses simple machines for production (Figure 3).

This studio setting was used in the middle of the study to examine the expert maker from the perspective of an intern. The first author observed the ways the expert practiced while also helping him in executing the practice.

Research Methods: Practice-led Research and Participant Observation

For this case study, we applied two methods: practice-led research and participant observation (Table 1). As described above, the studies took place in different studio settings, and the role of the researcher was different. When the researcher was mainly conducting her own practice, we followed a practice-led approach. When the researcher was mainly observing the expert makers, we employed the participant observation method. Furthermore, the tools we used for documenting and the methods we used for analysing the collected data differed accordingly.
Craft theorist Glenn Adamson (2013) argued that embodied interaction builds the basis for genuinely understanding a craft practice. In our study, we used practice-led research as a method to understand the practice better and to generate relevant questions. Practice-led research is grounded on the idea of a practitioner-researcher who is, on one hand, the executor of the practice and, on the other hand, the one who reflects on the entire process (Mäkelä, 2016). When practice is used as a research method, material explorations can generate information for research through the maker’s reflections and observations on the practice (Nimkulrat, Sitamaa-Hakkarainen, Pantouvaki, & de Freitas, 2016).

In practice-led research, systematic reflections that emerge from the practice gain a significant role. According to social scientist Donald Schön (1991), our knowing is embedded in our practice, often in tacit forms. Through reflection-in-action, practitioners can evaluate their encounters during the process of making and alter their actions accordingly (pp. 128-136). Through reflection-on-action, practitioners can analyse their actions and making processes in relation to other events (pp. 275-283; see also Mäkelä & Nimkulrat, 2018). To fulfil the reflection necessity, documentation becomes a tool for inscribing the process while analytically examining the understanding, knowledge, and experience of making that is embedded in the practice. Documentation can have textual and visual forms and accomplish two purposes: documenting of making artefacts and for making artefacts. These two types of documentation enable to gain an understanding about how reflection occurs during and after making (Mäkelä & Nimkulrat, 2018).

The first author’s reflective documentation utilised both reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action. This twofold documentation employed two forms: visual, which included photos, videos, and sketches, and textual, which consisted of diary notes. For reflection-in-action, the first author also followed thinking and talking aloud accounts (see also Groth, Mäkelä, & Seitamaa-Hakkarainen, 2015). Talking aloud while making enabled her to reflect immediately when an unusual encounter occurred, helping her to understand more profoundly the experience and decisions she was making. These were captured by video and voice recordings. While felting, the first author positioned her smartphone near the workspace and talked to herself. Each recording began with reporting the date and what type of an artefact would be made that day. During making, the first author described her steps and mentioned her emotions about felting and her experiences. After each practice session, when the first author wrote her reflections in her diary, thinking aloud accounts were further articulated.

The reflective diary was utilised to interpret and analyse the experience of making via reflecting on the process to facilitate the construction of knowledge (Evans & Maloney, 1998). These diary notes mostly mentioned ideas regarding the transformations in the material in response to hand movements. While writing her reflections, the first author was also making decisions for the next practice sessions, for instance, which experiences to pay attention or what type of an artefact to make. These parts constituted the reflection-on-action. The reflective diary notes were written in the first author’s studio in the beginning and at the end of this study, and these notes together with the visual documentation (Figure 1) built the basis for this part of the research.

Evidently, in the first stage, when felting in her own studio, the first author’s skills in felt making was limited. Although reflective notes enabled her to understand the dynamics of the making process, she was still an outsider to the practice. To gain a better understanding about making processes, a field trip to two felt studios in Turkey was organised. Through these field trips, the practice setting was shifted to the studios of expert makers. These field trips were designed in a way that the first author would become a participant observer in the studios.

The participant observation method enabled to investigate making processes and observe material transformations while participating in the transformations per se. We used participant observation to investigate the culture of felting by partially-immersing into the field (Muratovski, 2016) and to understand the intuitive knowledge that is attached to the practice (Bernard, 2006). By becoming a member at the studio, and a co-maker with the craftspeople, the first author was able to gain material experience in felting and observe how the expert makers were interacting with the material.

In this stage of the study, the first author became an observing participant by positioning herself as an intern for four days in each studio. Without setting up any experiments, the first author observed the naturally occurring situations that took place at the studios. Her role as an intern included helping the expert makers with their everyday responsibilities and, as much as possible, to blend in (Muratovski, 2016). Her duties included helping with felt making, organising the work space, generating ideas for the artefacts, and contacting with customers. When she had free time, she wrote her notes while still at the studio, but mostly field notes were made after the workday, to prevent missing the practice and creating an artificial feeling about her participation (Flick, 2009). These field notes involved descriptions of the daily happenings as well as the reflections emerging from interacting with the
makers and the materials. One week after the field trip, she wrote her reflections in more detail, first using this week as a transition period to contemplate on her experiences (Muratovksi, 2016).

The field notes included two kinds of information, reflections on observations and reflections on her own making that involved interacting with the material, makers, and making space. These two kinds of notes were not separately taken since the division between the knowledge gained from observing the makers, following the flow of the material, and making overlapped and entangled. The textual documentation was enriched with visual documentation, including video clips, photos, and sketches, which also enabled the researcher to revisit the making process even after the field trip (see also Mäkelä & Nimkulrat, 2018).

The videos captured various stages of making felt. In general, they were not constructed, however, by asking questions about the making techniques, the maker’s knowledge was revealed when necessary either by nonverbal demonstrations or verbal explanations. The videos and questions were formed in a way that the information would be openly presented to the viewers (Pink, 2007). Accordingly, the frames were designed to position their hands and the material in the centre. During seven days of the field trip, several short video clips were recorded, which showcased an approximately two-hour long practice, and later analysed. In this stage, the focus was on the ways the makers worked with the wool and how they produced the artefacts. Next, we discuss how we studied the documented material and what type of insights they have provided for the study.

**Insights from the Studios**

We examined the reflective diaries, produced by the practice-led method, to identify the role of the material experience and the significant effects of the material engagement. The notes were iteratively read in a content analysis (Flick, 2009) manner to understand the significant notions that were repeatedly emerging from the reflections. As the first author continued practising in her own studio after the field trip, she internalised her observations from the felting studios in Turkey by recalling the experiential knowledge she gained while working there. Her reflective working diary notes indicate that after the field trip her approach to the practice changed, and she started examining material transformations while making more consciously:

I started making everything the masters told me […] I folded the sides or sometimes pulled them to bring them in line. Thus, the sides became straighter […] And when it is half-felted […] if the fibres are stretched with the finger, […] you can reposition the removed wool to wherever and continue felting. (Working diary, 29 September, 2017)

The above diary entry is part of the findings that encourages us to support the idea that the material has an agential capacity to change the maker. In our case the first author became competent in felting as she knew how to handle the making process (Dreyfus, 2004). Through examining the practising process, she gained a better understanding of what happens while making and how it contributes to the embodied knowledge of the maker.

In the middle stage of the research, the participan observation method produced textual and visual data, which were in the form of field notes, videos, photos, and sketches. The documented material was analysed in complementary ways with a focus on the material encounters and the processes of making. In this phase, the field notes were repeatedly and iteratively read from the material agency perspective, and the significant moments that reflected the embodied knowledge of the maker were marked. After that, the parts that involved information about the material interaction and the making processes were grouped and studied to better understand how material becomes a part of everyday felting. Grouping these notes aimed to identify discussions relevant to the material engagement to set a reference point for the next stages of the analysis (Ryan & Bernard, 2003). The field notes reinforced the idea that spatial context can significantly contribute to the practice, due to the agency of the environment and bodily interactions with it (Barrett, 2013; Mäkelä, 2016; Malafouris, 2013; Siukonen, 2010).

Ilyas’s studio had its own identity and existence, and you had to attune to it … Everything had its own place, and it was obvious that those places were selected through experience, functionality. The studio on its own had a strong meaning. (From the reflection on the field notes after the field trip was completed, 1 September, 2017)

Therefore, we employed a holistic approach and examined the entire experience of making to understand how the artefact emerges slowly from the interplay of the maker and the material. We also combined the textual and visual documentation, which was mostly video recordings, to gain contextual knowledge (Knoblauch & Schnettler, 2012). The visual documentation was employed as a supportive tool to break-down the steps of making and engaging with the material.

**Step 1: Describing the Content in the Videos**

The video videos were carefully watched several times. While watching, the content in the videos were transferred to written form, which mainly described the actions and the bodily movements to reveal what was happening while engaging with the material. These notes sometimes included drawings to visualise the co-operation of the body and the wool. At this stage, we sought for patterns of actions that occur while making to identify the overarching bodily movements. Accordingly, the written descriptions focused on the happenings in the videos, and information with no direct effect on certain actions, such as conversations about the weather, were not transferred.

**Step 2: Studying the Descriptions to Generate the Actions**

After that, the notes were carefully read, and thematic analysis was conducted to generate patterns, or, in our case, bodily actions (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Ryan & Bernard, 2003). At this stage, reading the notes and watching the videos happened simultaneously. Transitions in the videos were the key factors while transferring the information (Ryan & Bernard, 2003):
Table 2. The movements of the body and wool fibres. This information was revealed from the videos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Movements of the fibres</th>
<th>Disentangling</th>
<th>Entangling</th>
<th>Dis/Entangling</th>
<th>Methods of analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cut into small pieces;</td>
<td>Wetting;</td>
<td>Pulling;</td>
<td></td>
<td>Content Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluffing up the wool;</td>
<td>Rolling;</td>
<td>推送和滑动的羊毛;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-felting.</td>
<td>Whirling</td>
<td>拉起;握紧的;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>around pulling pressure.</td>
<td>抹平;刮平.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruching the felt; Tugging the felt.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whenever there was a pause in the practice, followed by a slight or major discontinuity, this was perceived as one action. Following the transitions, the researcher initially developed thirty-four actions from the first studio and twenty-five actions from the second studio, with thirteen of these actions involving additional tools that effectively contributed to making. By studying the similarities and differences among these actions (that are patterns), we refined them to overarching bodily movements (that are themes; Ryan & Bernard, 2003). Based on the purpose of the action, the bodily movements were grouped and denominated with names, which resulted in ten bodily movements that can occur in various situations. At this stage, the careful analysis revealed the movements of the wool fibres, which also referred to the purpose of a specific action: when the body acts in certain ways, material reacts, and fibres can entangle or disentangle. When all actions were exposed, ten bodily movements and two fibre movements were linked together, and three categories were created (Table 2).

### Step 3: Studying the Role of the Actions in the Process

We initially constructed a progress-oriented relationship between the bodily movements and fibre movements (Fereday & Muir-Cochrane, 2006; Ryan & Bernard, 2003). The videos were watched again to uncover the formation of this relationship, and from the fragments with actions, we first generated a series of extracts with the help of the descriptive text. Then, we mapped them to generate the essentials of the actions and their relation to each other (Heath & Hindmarsh, 2002).

The mappings involved the extracts, drawings of the hand and fibre movements, descriptive information of what happens in that extract, and the form of the relationship between hand and material. As our video data usually did not include verbal parts, we did not generate video transcriptions. This analysis was done manually for ten actions in 16 situations. Table 3 is exemplary of this manual analysis, which shows the movements involved in ruching felt. The purpose of the actions in ruching the felt is to bring the fibres together to create a curved shape in the half-felted stage. In the presented example, the maker transforms the edges of the corners to curved ones by ruching and pulling the corners. He also places additional wool to balance the thickness throughout the surface. Once the maker has given the piece new form, the piece is rolled and further felted in a machine to entangle the fibres in newly-shaped corners.

In the presented movements in ruching the felt, two hands co-operate and directly encounter with the fibres, with no tools. The hands direct the movement of the fibres, replacing them to their new form. This step-by-step analysis of the making process has provided a renewed understanding of the practice, revealing movements of the body in relation to movements of the wool fibres. Next, we discuss the dynamic relationship between material transformations and the bodily movements, and how we employ negotiation as a conceptual tool to describe this process.

### Understanding the Interrelations between the Maker and the Material

The flexibility of the wool fibres generates a movement similar to crawling of a worm (Burkett, 1979, p. 1). When the elasticity of wool fibers and their spiral molecular structure is met with warm water and acidity of soap, the fibers in the mass become tightly entangled and form a homogenous layer of felt. The in-depth studying of material transformations in response to the bodily movements unveiled that, by its nature, wool advances its own entanglements whereas the maker aims to create her/his own entanglements. The way how these two movements contribute to the emergence of the new artefact can thus be understood as a negotiation as the movements of the material and the maker come to an agreement to create the final form. Both during the preparation process and actual making of felt, various bodily movements essentially share the same purposes: disentangling and re-entangling the wool fibres. Utilizing the wool’s main material quality as an active agent in the making enables examining the transformations of the fibers in the meta-level and proposes a renewed understanding for the practice: felting is a way of disentangling the wool fibres to re-entangle them into the form of the maker’s intentions that are concurrently re-evaluated as making continues.

We identify this interaction as a negotiation, a self-explanatory word that refers to a dynamic relationship in which both parties participate in a discussion and agree on a conclusion. Previously, dialogue has been proposed to describe the relationship between maker and material during the process of making (Sennett, 2013, p. 167). Instead of dialogue, we propose negotiation since dialogue refers to an exchange of any kind while negotiation refers to an exchange that proposes an agreement between the stakeholders by blending their responses. Within the context of artificial intelligence, negotiation has been perceived as a mechanism to facilitate the interaction between multi-agents that have inherent interdependencies (Amgoud, Parsons, & Maudet, 2000). In this conceptualisation, negotiation is grounded on three major components: “(a) there is a two-way exchange of information, (b) each party to the negotiation evaluates the information from its own perspective, and (c) final agreement is achieved by mutual selection” (Davis & Smith, 1983, p. 71).

We perceive the concept of negotiation from a similar perspective, and argue that in the negotiation in felting, the bodily movements and the fibre movements couple together to realize an action. This coupling varies throughout the process of making. In three steps, through various coupling, the artefact is produced (Figure 4).
The first step is to prepare the wool for making by disentangling the wool fibres through three bodily movements. The aim is to separate the fibres from each other. When ready to be used, the wool is placed on a work surface, typically in smaller lumps. The second step mainly concerns felt making. In felting, the wool fibres are compressed through a source of force to unify the fibres and create a surface. These actions of compressing aim to entangle the wool fibres into the initially intended shapes.

The third step mainly concerns moving the fibres to generate the final shape of the artefact. When half-felted, regarding the rate of the unification or entanglement, the piece can be still manipulated through three bodily movements: by pulling, pushing and sliding the fibres, by ruching the fibres, or by tugging them. All three movements aim at changing the fibre directions and intensity. In this stage, the wool fibres are both entangled and disentangled at the same time to create the intended entanglement. For instance, if the form is not symmetrical, the entanglement of the wool fibres can be recomposed by pulling and pushing the fibres.

These three steps illustrate that while felting, similar to several other craft practices, a dynamic action-reaction situation occurs between the maker and the material. The bodily movements of the maker continuously transform the material into new forms. The next movement of the maker’s body is determined by the transformations in the material. Pickering (1993) has reminded us that in the process of realising the intended designs, the maker

---

**Table 3. Analysis of the movements involved in ruching felt.** The drawings illustrate the movements of the hands and the wool.

1. Left hand is the guiding hand: A. Gives the form, B. Makes the fixing/pivot/turning point. Right hand pulls the fibres and collects them at one part.
2. The guiding and fixing hand moves in the direction of the intended form. The pulling hand moves and pulls the fibres from different parts.
3. The whole shape is given by ruching the piece in a round form.
4. Extra wool is placed in the ruched part—so that it is not thin.
5. Hands put pressure to entangle the wool fibres for temporary fixing.
6. The corner is turned back, and the job is completed.
may encounter obstacles related to the material resistances and may need to re-formulate the goal or the practice. He perceived this iterative process as a co-operation between the humans and nonhuman entities in the practice. Since the participating entities can have the capability of influencing the practice, Pickering proposed that both human and nonhuman participants have an agency in the process, and the result is realised through tuning those agencies. In Pickering’s (2005) approach a “reciprocal coupling of the human and the nonhuman” (p. 179) occurs, and the knowledge and practice co-evolves through this coupling. According to Sennett (2013), the embodied knowledge of the maker, along with the co-operation between mind and hand, enables her/him to analyse the situation in action and perform the next movement in the process of making. We also argue that, when the practice is perceived as a collaborative action, the ability of influencing the process is not attributed only to the humans but also to the nonhuman participants of the practice, in a way that distributes the agency.

We understand material as an active participant and respondent in creative making that reveals its agency during the practice. Thus, the new artefact evolves through a negotiation process where both the maker and the material have important roles. The negotiation to realise the artefact is based on understanding the transformations in the material and performing the next steps of the practice accordingly. As the maker builds her/his embodied knowledge and gains the ability to understand the process of making, she/he also gains the insight to evaluate material behaviour under various conditions. This ability can enhance the bodily movements to develop ways to realise the artefacts.

In the case of felting, negotiation occurs through iteratively examining the entanglement of the wool fibres and re-entangle them to realise the design or to alter the initial design. As the maker examines her/his making process through reflection-in-action, the practitioner makes quick decisions to adopt in coherent ways with reactions of the material (Schön, 1991; Mäkelä & Nimkulrat, 2018). By following Malafouris’s (2008) framing of intention-in-action, detailed analysis of the practising process enabled us to observe how this interaction between the maker and the material occurs through reflecting. Malafouris (2014) argued that material forms are created through “situated engagement of thinking and feeling with things” (p. 144). This form creation occurs through a constructive dialogue, in which a perception-action loop exists in-between the maker and the material. Figure 5 illustrates our understanding of intention-in-action and how it occurs through the negotiation between the maker and the material in the context of felting.

Figure 5 illustrates that the material exists in its entangled form before making begins. In the first encounter, the maker examines the fibre entanglement and decides what to do. In the second encounter, the maker starts disentangling the fibres, their bodily movements and intentions are developed in action based on the various entangled forms that wool lumps have. Once the fibres are ready to be felted, the third encounter aims to entangle the wool fibres into a specific form. In this stage, due to the flexibility of the wool fibre, the material entangles in various forms and the maker has to re-evaluate her intentions in accordance with the material behaviour. The fourth encounter occurs when the piece is partially felted, with an aim to manipulate the existing form and create the final one. The maker should employ their bodily movements both for entangling and disentangling and continuously examine the fibre forms to decide which action to take and how to move the body in a way that will change the form. When the maker is satisfied with the form, the piece is completed and is a product of the negotiation. In this dynamic relationship, the material’s agency re-formulates intentions of the maker. Based on this examination, we propose that the negotiation emerges through re-evaluating the intentions while making.

Conclusions

In this article, we have examined how craft making occurs by studying bodily movements of the maker and movements of the material in the case of felting. By employing the Material Engagement Theory as a frame, we studied the process of
practising felt from the perspective of material agency in relation to the material qualities and making space. To gain a comprehensive understanding, we studied material engagement in three skill stages and employed practice-led research and participant observation as methods of collecting data. We documented this data mainly through videos, field notes, and reflections of the first author.

Our detailed investigation on the process of making felt indicates that while making, the maker constantly examines material transformations to evaluate their bodily movements and decides on the next steps. We propose that the process of making is a form of negotiation that occurs between the maker and the material. Redefining the relationship between the maker and the material as a negotiation can generate new perspectives within which the material’s role as an active participant in the making process is clarified.

Although, it is obvious that material is a significant element in making, our research contributes to understanding how exactly material gains its significance in the emergence of the artefact. The practice-led research approach provided rich empirical evidence to study the how question that tackles the process. Also, it enabled us to study the implicit relationship between the maker and the material more explicitly by employing the researcher’s reflections to contextualise existing theories. As practising builds on direct contact with the research subject, practice-led research can become a significant method to understand agency of nonhumans, and how they impact human experiences.

In this article, we presented one example of unpacking the making process, that is in the case of felting. However, we believe that this approach can be applied to other studies when exploring certain material qualities and how to work with those materials to produce artefacts. Considering the increase in generating new materials as a result of the depletion in natural resources, this approach can propose ways of understanding recently invented materials while finding application areas for them.
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**Figure 5. The essence of how making occurs and how intentions are re-evaluated in each material encounter.**
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